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Abstract

We present observations of the Centaur (32532) 2001 PT13 taken between September 2000 and December 2000. A multi-wavel
lightcurve was assembled from V-, R- and J-band photometry measurements. Analysis of the lightcurve indicates that there are
of slightly different brightness, a rotation period of 0.34741± 0.00005 day, and a maximum photometric range of 0.18 mag. We obt
VRJHK colors (V–R= 0.50± 0.01, V–J= 1.69± 0.02, V–H= 2.19± 0.04, and V–K= 2.30± 0.04) that are consistent with the gr
KBO/Centaur population. The V–R color shows no variation as a function of rotational phase; however, we cannot exclude the p
that rotational variations are present in the R–J color. Assuming a 4% albedo, we estimate that 2001 PT13 has an effective diameter of 90 k
and a minimum axial ratioa/b of 1.18. We find no evidence of a coma and place an upper limit of 15 g s−1 on the dust production rate.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Centaurs are a relatively newly discovered class of
nor bodies in the solar system, residing at heliocentric
tances between Jupiter and Neptune. Due to gravitat
interactions with the giant planets, their orbits are dyna
cally unstable, and this, combined with studies of the orb
evolution in the outer solar system, suggests that they
resent a transition phase between transneptunian objec
short-period comets (Schulz, 2002, and references ther
Recent studies have confirmed that at least some Cen
have ices on their surface (e.g., Cruikshank et al., 19
Brown and Koresko, 1998; Foster et al., 1999; Luu et
2000; Kern et al., 2000; Bauer et al., 2002); however, 2
Chiron and 2001 T4 (Comet NEAT) are the only Centau
known to exhibit cometary activity (e.g., Meech and B
ton, 1989; Luu and Jewitt, 1990; Meech et al., 1997; Pra
et al., 2001).

The Centaur (32532) 2001 PT13 was discovered on 9 Au
gust 2001 by the Near Earth Asteroid Tracking progr
(NEAT); however, pre-discovery observations from 19
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and 1999 were subsequently found, which allowed a m
tiple-opposition orbit to be determined. We noted that
orbit, with an eccentricitye = 0.2 and a perihelion distanc
q = 0.85 AU, is similar to the orbits of Chiron and 2001 T4,
and so, if the objects are compositionally similar, 2001 P13
might be a good candidate for displaying cometary ac
ity. Shortly after 2001 PT13 was discovered, we started
observing program to search for evidence of activity an
determine other physical properties of the Centaur. From
earliest two nights of observations we were able to deri
rotation period of 0.35 day and a minimum axial ratio of
(Farnham, 2001a). The results presented here represe
analysis of our entire data set, spanning a time period of
months, and include a more precise measurement of th
tation period, as well as a more complete discussion o
rotational characteristics and VRJHK colors of 2001 PT13.

2. Observations and data reduction

2.1. Optical data

Because our earliest observations showed lightcurve
ations, we extended our program to allow us to assemb
lightcurve from which more accurate rotation characteris
could be determined. We obtained extensive observa
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Table 1
Summary of observations

UT date (2001) Obs. site r (AU) 	 (AU) α (deg) λ (deg) Filters Seeing (arcsec) Sky

03 Sep UKIRT 8.856 7.903 2.3 332 J, H, K < 1.0 Cirrus/clear
21 Sep 2.7-m 8.868 8.006 3.5 330 R 1.8 Cirrus
22 Sep 2.7-m 8.869 8.014 3.6 330 R, V 1.8 Cirrus
23 Sep 2.7-m 8.869 8.023 3.7 330 R, V 1.3 Photometric
24 Sep 2.7-m 8.870 8.032 3.7 329 R, V 2.0 Partly cloudy
10 Nov 2.7-m 8.903 8.661 6.3 329 R, V 1.9 Partly cloudy
11 Nov 2.7-m 8.903 8.678 6.3 329 R, V 1.5 Cirrus
12 Nov 2.7-m 8.904 8.694 6.3 329 R, V 1.3 Photometric
13 Nov 2.7-m 8.905 8.711 6.3 329 R, V 1.6 Cirrus
04 Dec 2.1-m 8.920 9.062 6.2 330 R, V 1.5 Cirrus
05 Dec 2.1-m 8.920 9.078 6.2 330 R, V 1.9 Cirrus
06 Dec 2.1-m 8.921 9.095 6.2 330 R, V 1.4 Partly cloudy
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with V and R filters in September, November and Decem
2001 and with a J filter on 3 September 2001. A summar
the observing runs and geometric conditions is listed in
ble 1. Each entry lists the date, observing site, heliocen
and geocentric distances, solar phase angle, ecliptic lo
tude, filters used, nominal seeing and a note about the qu
of the observing conditions.

The data denoted “2.7-m” were obtained at the McDon
Observatory 2.7-m telescope with the Imaging Grism Ins
ment, a 5:1 focal reducer, and Harris V and Mould R filte
This configuration, combined with a TeK 1024×1024 CCD,
results in a (vignetted) 7 arcmin field with 0.57 arcsec p
els. Data denoted “2.1-m” were obtained at the McDon
Observatory 2.1-m telescope, with the same instrume
setup and filters, producing a 7 arcmin field with 0.48 a
sec pixels. Observations typically consisted of alterna
exposures with V and R filters, allowing a multi-waveleng
lightcurve to be assembled and providing the informat
necessary for removing the lightcurve variations from
V–R color determination. The telescope was guided at
object’s rates and exposure times were limited so the s
would trail by less than half a pixel during an exposure. D
ing most of these observations, the moon was either be
the horizon or illuminated at less than 30%. The excep
was on 4 December when the moon was 88% illumina
though it rose halfway through our observations.

Processing of the V- and R-band images followed s
dard procedures and was done using the CCD reduc
packages in the Image Reduction and Analysis Fac
(IRAF). The bias was removed in two steps, first app
ing the overscan region to remove the bulk value, t
subtracting off a master bias frame, created by avera
many bias images, to remove the residual for each indivi
pixel. Flat fielding was done using twilight sky flats, m
dianed together to remove any stars. Photometric mea
ments were obtained using the IRAF photometry packa
A 3-arcsec radius aperture was used for extracting ma
tudes, with the sky background computed from an an
lus with an inner radius of 10 arcsec and an outer ra
of 20 arcsec. Pixels in this annulus whose values diffe
from the average by more than 2.5σ were removed from
-

the sample. Uncertainties in the instrumental magnitude
clude the uncertainty from variations in the sky backgrou
and the photon statistics in the signal above the backgro
level.

Many of the observations were obtained under nonph
metric conditions. In order to incorporate all of the measu
ments into the lightcurve, we performed differential photo
etry using field stars as a photometric reference frame.
magnitude of 2001 PT13 was measured in each frame, alo
with at least 10 stellar objects of varying magnitudes to
as comparison stars. Although 2001 PT13 was moving too
quickly to use the same stars throughout an entire obs
ing run, it was moving slowly enough that at least half of
field of view overlapped from one night to the next. This
lowed the same stars to be used for 2–3 nights, providi
link from one night to the next. The comparison star m
surements were used to correct for the differing amou
of extinction for each frame (see Farnham, 2001b, for
tails).

On the nights of 24 September and 10 November
comparison stars apparently did not provide a complete
rection to bring the lightcurve into alignment with oth
observations. Additional shifts of 0.08 mag on the 24 S
tember and 0.06 mag on the 10 November data were ne
to bring these nights’ lightcurves into agreement with
brightness on the other nights. We explored various po
tial explanations for these offsets, with no clear resolut
Stars of comparable brightness to 2001 PT13 and stars dis
tributed around the field of view are all well behaved, s
does not appear to be a degradation of the quality with
ferent magnitudes or a problem with a particular region
the CCD. It does not appear to be due to 2001 PT13 mov-
ing over a faint background star or galaxy because the ob
moves several aperture diameters during the observatio
riod, and because coadding images from other nights sh
no stars or galaxies along the path.

Both of these nights were of poor quality, so a combi
tion of high extinction and poor seeing could be the ca
of the offsets. To avoid any problems with the nonlin
extinction introduced by thick clouds, we discarded all m
surements exhibiting more than 1 magnitude of extinct
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However, even if the analysis is done with only low extin
tion data (0.2–0.4 mag), the shift is still present. As for
image quality affecting the measurements, the 1.9–2.0
sec seeing on these nights, though poor, is not dramati
different from many of the other nights.

Because we couldn’t find a specific cause for the
sets on 24 September and 10 November, we perform
re-analysis of the lightcurve with these two nights’ obs
vations left out, and found that the removal of the data
no effect on the final results. This is primarily because th
nights represent only a small fraction of the total obse
tions and their average uncertainties are larger than on
nights. When the lightcurve measurements are weighte
the uncertainties, these nights have relatively little influe
on the result. Even though they have little impact, we incl
both nights’ data, for completeness, in the analysis prese
here, as well as in the figures and tables.

One night during each of the September and Novem
runs was photometric, and on these nights, Landolt stan
star fields (Landolt, 1992) were observed at a range of
masses. These observations were used to compute the
point of the instrumental magnitude and the extinction
color coefficients for that night. By this means, we were a
to calibrate the comparison stars, which in turn were u
to shift the 2001 PT13 measurements to the standard pho
metric system. Although none of the December nights w
photometric, we obtained calibration images of the field s
on a later observing run, allowing us to also calibrate the
cember magnitudes to the standard scale. The final obs
magnitudes are listed in Table 2, where the observation t
have been corrected for the light travel time and the midt
of the exposure. Note that the quoted magnitudes for 24
tember and 10 November do not include the shifts that b
them into line with the other measurements.

The final step in assembling the lightcurve was to c
vert the measurements to absolute magnitudesHV andHR

so that data from the different dates could be combin
To accomplish this, we removed the effects of chang
distances by correcting the magnitudes tor = 1 AU and
	 = 1 AU, and then removed the solar phase angle eff
using the principles of the two-parameter (H,G) system of
Bowell et al. (1989). All of our measurements were o
tained at solar phase angles of 3.5◦–3.7◦, and 6.2◦–6.3◦,
which is too limited a data set to solve forG. Thus, we
simply adopted the canonical value ofG = 0.15 for cor-
recting our observations to zero phase angle. As a ch
we used the average lightcurve values from our Sep
ber and November observing runs and found that t
are consistent with our assumed value forG. (We have
only sparse coverage of the lightcurve in our Decem
data, so an average value cannot be reliably found
that time.) This gives us some confidence that our
trapolation to zero phase angle is not drastically in
ror.
r

ro

d

-

,

2.2. Near IR data

The data denoted “UKIRT” were obtained at the 3.8
United Kingdom Infrared Telescope on Mauna Kea, Haw
using the common user camera UFTI (UKIRT Fast Tr
Imager). The camera is equipped with a 1024× 1024
HgCdTe array and has a plate scale of 0.09 arcsec per p
which gives a field of view of 92 arcsec. Observations w
taken using standard filtering techniques to produce a
dian filtered flat-field as described in Davies et al. (199
Each final UFTI image of 2001 PT13 comprises a mosaic o
9 frames of 60 s each, for a total of 540 s per final ima
Tip-tilt guiding on a suitable reference star was used du
the observations to maximize image quality.

Thin cirrus was present during the first half of the nig
so differential photometry was again used to incorporate
of the data. Initially, two field stars were used as the ph
metric reference, but it was later determined that one of t
had a faint companion, so it was rejected as a compa
star. At the time of the observation, 2001 PT13 was moving
at 0.19 arcsec/min, trailing by approximately 1.8 arcsec du
ing the 9-min mosaic. Relative photometry techniques u
small apertures require that both target and comparison
have identical point spread functions, so we processed
set of images twice, once in the sidereal frame and onc
the moving frame of the Centaur. Reduction and mosa
ing were done automatically using the UKIRT telescop
ORAC data reduction package, which registers stars a
matically during mosaicking and can then apply appro
ate tracking rates as required (Bridger et al., 2000; Cu
2001). Photometry of 2001 PT13 was done using the mosa
reconstructed in the moving frames, while the reference s
were measured in the fixed frame. This removes much o
effect of trailing, but the motion of the Centaur during ea
60-s exposure cannot be completely negated by this pro
so it will always be trailed over two of the UFTI 0.09 arcs
pixels. However, this is a factor of 3–4 less than the typ
seeing during the night and only 7% of the 30 pixel diame
aperture used for the relative photometry.

As the moon was full during these observations, we w
able to monitor the observing conditions. The sky clea
after midnight and the standard stars FS29 and FS11
the list of Hawarden et al. (2001) were observed. Abso
calibration of the reference star was done using an ape
of 5 arcsec diameter (56 pixels) on a number of the side
mosaics. The reference star was then used to calibrat
2001 PT13 measurements. The final observed IR magnitu
are listed in Table 2, and again, the observation times h
been corrected to the Centaur’s reference frame. To inco
rate these magnitudes into the lightcurve and to comput
VRJHK colors, we applied corrections for the solar ph
angle (again assumingG = 0.15) and the changing helio
centric and geocentric distances as discussed in the o
section above.
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Table 2
Photometry of 2001 PT13

Julian day Filter mag σ Julian day Filter mag σ Julian day Filter mag σ

3 September 2001 22 September 2001 (continued) 23 September 2001 (continued)
2452155.6845 J 17.145 0.020 2452174.7364 R 18.489 0.011 2452175.7776 R 18.502 0.011
2452155.6920 J 17.121 0.020 2452174.7457 R 18.482 0.009 2452175.7817 V 18.978 0.011
2452155.7021 J 17.192 0.020 2452174.7509 R 18.517 0.010 2452175.7859 R 18.523 0.011
2452155.7097 J 17.093 0.020 2452174.7555 R 18.479 0.008 2452175.8109 R 18.532 0.009
2452155.7172 J 17.045 0.020 2452174.7601 R 18.509 0.019 2452175.8150 V 19.032 0.010
2452155.7258 J 16.985 0.020 2452174.7646 R 18.528 0.023 2452175.8365 R 18.472 0.009
2452155.7333 J 17.012 0.020 2452174.7690 R 18.501 0.016 2452175.8406 V 18.975 0.012
2452155.7409 J 17.037 0.020 2452174.7733 R 18.505 0.010 2452175.8448 R 18.437 0.010
2452155.7488 J 17.002 0.020 2452174.7779 R 18.491 0.011 2452175.8490 V 18.923 0.012
2452155.7564 J 17.029 0.020 2452174.7838 R 18.472 0.007 2452175.8532 R 18.411 0.010
2452155.7640 J 17.044 0.020 2452174.7880 R 18.470 0.008
2452155.7715 J 16.983 0.020 2452174.7921 R 18.444 0.008 24 September 2001
2452155.7792 J 17.043 0.020 2452174.7967 R 18.462 0.012 2452176.6430 R 18.474 0.011
2452155.7868 J 17.131 0.020 2452174.8011 R 18.433 0.011 2452176.6485 V 18.989 0.011
2452155.8130 J 17.213 0.020 2452174.8053 R 18.408 0.010 2452176.6527 R 18.465 0.013
2452155.8207 H 16.651 0.050 2452174.8094 R 18.398 0.010 2452176.6827 R 18.453 0.010
2452155.8283 J 17.161 0.020 2452174.8138 R 18.376 0.008 2452176.6869 V 18.977 0.011
2452155.8360 K 16.533 0.050 2452174.8184 R 18.346 0.008 2452176.6911 R 18.467 0.009
2452155.8436 J 17.137 0.020 2452174.8232 R 18.332 0.009 2452176.6952 V 18.974 0.010
2452155.8616 J 17.055 0.020 2452174.8273 R 18.363 0.010 2452176.6995 R 18.452 0.009
2452155.8693 H 16.588 0.050 2452174.8321 R 18.329 0.010 2452176.7244 R 18.396 0.010
2452155.9101 J 17.008 0.020 2452174.8362 R 18.328 0.011 2452176.7286 V 18.892 0.010
2452155.9178 K 16.375 0.050 2452174.8403 R 18.295 0.010 2452176.7329 R 18.357 0.015
2452155.9254 J 16.931 0.020 2452174.8444 R 18.321 0.009 2452176.7371 V 18.826 0.011
2452155.9355 J 17.029 0.020 2452174.8487 R 18.318 0.013 2452176.7416 R 18.371 0.010
2452155.9526 J 17.046 0.020 2452174.8531 R 18.293 0.011 2452176.7457 V 18.841 0.010
2452155.9601 J 17.120 0.020 2452174.8573 R 18.289 0.013 2452176.7499 R 18.366 0.012
2452155.9677 J 17.143 0.020 2452174.8615 R 18.330 0.012 2452176.7540 V 18.835 0.011
2452155.9953 J 17.148 0.020 2452176.7581 R 18.367 0.010

23 September 2001 2452176.7622 V 18.845 0.010
21 September 2001 2452175.5423 R 18.318 0.013 2452176.7666 R 18.362 0.009

2452173.7256 R 18.504 0.010 2452175.5468 V 18.807 0.013 2452176.8079 R 18.488 0.013
2452173.7291 R 18.504 0.010 2452175.5511 R 18.312 0.012 2452176.8122 V 18.968 0.012
2452173.7320 R 18.499 0.011 2452175.5554 V 18.811 0.015 2452176.8164 R 18.484 0.013
2452173.7367 R 18.460 0.012 2452175.5599 R 18.314 0.014 2452176.8206 V 19.030 0.021
2452173.7421 R 18.453 0.007 2452175.5640 V 18.830 0.016 2452176.8248 R 18.572 0.039

2452175.5683 R 18.325 0.012 2452176.8367 R 18.476 0.014
22 September 2001 2452175.6028 R 18.510 0.014 2452176.8408 R 18.472 0.019

2452174.5694 R 18.495 0.008 2452175.6075 V 18.984 0.012 2452176.8451 V 18.974 0.020
2452174.5734 R 18.489 0.009 2452175.6119 R 18.484 0.012 2452176.8492 R 18.493 0.032
2452174.5796 R 18.525 0.008 2452175.6166 V 18.991 0.011 2452176.8534 V 19.034 0.066
2452174.5879 R 18.535 0.010 2452175.6212 R 18.485 0.012 2452176.8575 R 18.455 0.029
2452174.6280 R 18.403 0.006 2452175.6255 V 19.004 0.013
2452174.6373 R 18.359 0.013 2452175.6298 R 18.480 0.011 10 November 2001
2452174.6496 R 18.348 0.008 2452175.6340 V 18.997 0.020 2452223.5235 R 18.675 0.008
2452174.6550 R 18.348 0.007 2452175.6386 R 18.473 0.018 2452223.5315 V 19.179 0.009
2452174.6599 R 18.328 0.008 2452175.6429 V 19.053 0.023 2452223.5455 R 18.780 0.007
2452174.6652 R 18.353 0.010 2452175.6474 R 18.519 0.012 2452223.5524 V 19.313 0.007
2452174.6700 R 18.342 0.012 2452175.6572 R 18.452 0.008 2452223.5604 R 18.804 0.008
2452174.6743 R 18.324 0.014 2452175.6614 V 18.905 0.013 2452223.5950 R 18.676 0.029
2452174.6875 R 18.372 0.017 2452175.6655 R 18.438 0.011 2452223.6204 R 18.716 0.015
2452174.6921 R 18.395 0.013 2452175.6697 V 18.901 0.010 2452223.6284 R 18.661 0.023
2452174.6995 R 18.412 0.011 2452175.6741 R 18.388 0.009 2452223.6364 V 19.158 0.012
2452174.7044 R 18.383 0.010 2452175.7250 R 18.366 0.007 2452223.6444 R 18.673 0.010
2452174.7088 R 18.360 0.015 2452175.7291 V 18.889 0.011 2452223.6888 R 18.707 0.050
2452174.7131 R 18.428 0.014 2452175.7333 R 18.387 0.008
2452174.7181 R 18.461 0.009 2452175.7374 V 18.897 0.010 11 November 2001
2452174.7229 R 18.470 0.007 2452175.7416 R 18.402 0.008 2452224.5114 R 18.668 0.007
2452174.7273 R 18.481 0.007 2452175.7691 R 18.461 0.012 2452224.5194 V 19.157 0.017
2452174.7318 R 18.502 0.010 2452175.7733 V 18.989 0.011 2452224.5274 R 18.657 0.007

(continued on next page)
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0.010
0.008
0.013
0.013
0.018
0.010
0.011
0.012

0.018
0.019

0.012
0.011

0.016
0.011

0.016
0.020
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.011
0.013

.051
0.017

0.018
0.017
0.019
0.018

0.012
0.013
0.015
0.017
0.019
0.020

0.014
0.012
0.014
0.014
0.014

0.021
0.026
Table 2 (continued)

Julian day Filter mag σ Julian day Filter mag σ Julian day Filter mag σ

11 November 2001 (continued) 12 November 2001 (continued) 13 November 2001 (continued)
2452224.5344 V 19.151 0.009 2452225.5875 R 18.679 0.008 2452226.5954 V 19.183
2452224.5434 R 18.695 0.053 2452225.5915 V 19.191 0.008 2452226.5994 R 18.660
2452224.5524 R 18.680 0.006 2452225.5965 R 18.698 0.007 2452226.6044 V 19.099
2452224.5604 V 19.203 0.007 2452225.6005 R 18.702 0.007 2452226.6084 R 18.664
2452224.5684 R 18.722 0.007 2452225.6055 R 18.697 0.007 2452226.6124 V 19.135
2452224.5764 V 19.255 0.007 2452225.6095 V 19.224 0.009 2452226.6164 R 18.667
2452224.5834 R 18.780 0.006 2452225.6135 R 18.705 0.007 2452226.6214 V 19.152
2452224.6276 R 18.775 0.014 2452225.6505 R 18.896 0.012 2452226.6254 R 18.670
2452224.6316 V 19.285 0.030 2452225.6545 V 19.370 0.015 2452226.6294 V 19.208
2452224.6376 R 18.771 0.008 2452225.6645 R 18.827 0.009 2452226.6334 R 18.647
2452224.6416 V 19.271 0.010 2452225.6685 V 19.320 0.012 2452226.6374 V 19.172
2452224.6456 R 18.750 0.008 2452225.6725 R 18.802 0.010 2452226.6424 R 18.691
2452224.6496 V 19.287 0.011 2452225.6775 V 19.305 0.014 2452226.6474 V 19.217
2452224.6546 R 18.716 0.008 2452225.6815 R 18.775 0.009 2452226.6514 R 18.690
2452224.6586 V 19.211 0.011 2452225.6855 V 19.284 0.013 2452226.6554 V 19.245
2452224.6626 R 18.712 0.008 2452225.6905 R 18.724 0.009 2452226.6594 R 18.757
2452224.6666 V 19.223 0.012 2452225.6945 V 19.256 0.014 2452226.6652 R 18.786
2452224.6716 R 18.715 0.009 2452225.6985 R 18.692 0.010 2452226.6714 R 18.774
2452224.6756 V 19.198 0.013 2452225.7025 R 18.672 0.011 2452226.6754 R 18.779
2452224.6806 R 18.676 0.010 2452225.7075 V 19.113 0.015 2452226.6794 R 18.776
2452224.6846 V 19.196 0.012 2452225.7115 R 18.622 0.011 2452226.6844 R 18.791
2452224.6896 R 18.652 0.009 2452226.6884 R 18.869 0
2452224.6936 V 19.143 0.013 13 November 2001 2452226.6924 R 18.804
2452224.6976 R 18.646 0.010 2452226.4904 R 18.756 0.012 2452226.6964 R 18.796
2452224.7026 V 19.181 0.016 2452226.4944 V 19.271 0.014 2452226.7004 R 18.804
2452224.7066 R 18.690 0.011 2452226.4984 R 18.798 0.009 2452226.7044 R 18.802
2452224.7116 V 19.202 0.020 2452226.5024 V 19.283 0.010 2452226.7104 R 18.795
2452224.7166 R 18.659 0.016 2452226.5074 R 18.805 0.008

2452226.5114 V 19.293 0.011 4 December 2001
12 November 2001 2452226.5154 R 18.805 0.010 2452247.5376 R 18.896

2452225.4993 R 18.807 0.006 2452226.5194 V 19.333 0.012 2452247.5460 V 19.411
2452225.5073 V 19.315 0.008 2452226.5234 R 18.821 0.009 2452247.5526 R 18.855
2452225.5175 R 18.781 0.009 2452226.5274 V 19.331 0.010 2452247.5572 R 18.889
2452225.5225 V 19.275 0.009 2452226.5324 R 18.825 0.008 2452247.5614 V 19.427
2452225.5265 R 18.741 0.008 2452226.5364 V 19.333 0.010 2452247.5656 R 18.930
2452225.5315 V 19.225 0.009 2452226.5404 R 18.818 0.008
2452225.5365 R 18.713 0.007 2452226.5444 V 19.331 0.010 5 December 2001
2452225.5405 V 19.202 0.009 2452226.5484 R 18.820 0.008 2452248.5417 R 18.851
2452225.5445 R 18.705 0.007 2452226.5534 V 19.298 0.012 2452248.5459 V 19.357
2452225.5485 V 19.189 0.009 2452226.5574 R 18.802 0.009 2452248.5504 R 18.845
2452225.5535 R 18.658 0.007 2452226.5614 V 19.300 0.011 2452248.5546 V 19.351
2452225.5585 V 19.181 0.009 2452226.5654 R 18.780 0.008 2452248.5589 R 18.891
2452225.5625 R 18.663 0.007 2452226.5694 V 19.245 0.010
2452225.5665 V 19.176 0.008 2452226.5744 R 18.721 0.007 6 December 2001
2452225.5705 R 18.664 0.007 2452226.5784 V 19.214 0.009 2452249.5717 V 19.280
2452225.5745 V 19.171 0.008 2452226.5824 R 18.692 0.008 2452249.5759 R 18.693
2452225.5785 R 18.651 0.007 2452226.5874 V 19.206 0.009
2452225.5835 V 19.164 0.008 2452226.5914 R 18.680 0.010
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3. Analysis

3.1. Rotation period

In the case of outer solar system objects, long orb
periods mean there is usually little change in the view
geometry over a period of many months. For 2001 PT13 the
ecliptic longitude,λ, changed by only about 3◦ and the phas
angle changed by only about 4◦ during our observations (se
Table 1), both primarily due to the reflex motion of the Ea
The nearly constant viewing geometry means that we
combine all of our data into a single phased lightcurve, w
out needing to know the orientation of the spin axis. T
allows us to utilize the full time baseline spanned by our d
to find a more precise measurement of the rotation perio

We analyzed the variations in the lightcurve of 2001 P13

using the phase dispersion minimization (PDM) techni
(Stellingwerf, 1978). With this technique, the data are s
tematically phased to different periods, and the amoun
scatter is computed for each case. The most likely pe
is the one that produces the smallest amount of scatt
the phased lightcurve. We implemented the same basi
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proach as described by Stellingwerf, but with modificatio
that allow the data to be weighted by their uncertainties.

In order to include all three lightcurves (R, V and J) in
our analysis of the rotation period, it was necessary to
the color differences into account. First, we started with
R-band data and solved for the best period. The V-b
data were then phased to the same period and shifted
cally until they matched the R lightcurve. With the combin
R and V lightcurves, we again solved for the best per
This process was iterated until the result converged; h
ever, we note that the period determination was not v
sensitive to the exact vertical alignment of the R and V lig
curves. The J-band data were then incorporated in the s
manner, giving us a time baseline of more than three
months for the period determination. After the best per
had been determined, we estimated the uncertainty by
creasing and decreasing the period until the phasing o
data was noticeably poorer than at the optimum period. T
method overshoots the true uncertainty in the period
allows us to at least provide a quantitative estimate of
errors.

After systematically exploring periods from 0.01
2 days, we found the rotation period that produces the l
amount of scatter in the phased lightcurve was 0.34741±
0.00005 day. Figure 1 shows this double-peaked lightcu
corrected to the absolute magnitude (HR) system and phase
to the optimum rotation period. Zero phase was assigne
JD 2452173.72214 to correspond to a minimum between
peaks. As can be seen in the lightcurve, the two peaks
slightly different brightnesses. By taking the weighted
erage of the points within±0.025 phase of each peak, w
find that the first peak is 0.03 mag brighter than the sec
It’s possible that the two minima also have slightly differe
brightnesses, but, given the noise levels, this is not con
sive. The maximum peak-to-peak extreme of the lightcu
(as measured between 0 and 0.25 phase) is 0.18 mag.

3.2. VRJHK colors

We computed the V–R colors using two different me
ods. The first technique comes directly from the proces
assembling the lightcurve, described above. In this case
shifted the V magnitudes to match the R values, and
amount of shift gives the V–R color averaged over the
tire lightcurve. In the second method, we use a set of th
measurements—two Rs bracketing a V—to compute
measures of the color. Averaging these two values, to
order, removes the effects of the lightcurve variation, giv
a single V–R color for that set of observations. This proc
is repeated for all sets in which two R-measurements bra
a V, and all of the individual color values are ultimate
combined to obtain a global average of V–R. In princip
both techniques should converge on the same color, but
limited data sets, application of both techniques can re
potential skewing effects in one or both measurements.
example, if there are color variations in the lightcurve a
-

e

Fig. 1. 2001 PT13 data from 2001 phased to a period of 0.34741 day.
symbol types denote different observing runs, with R-band data mark
solid points and V- and J-band data, shifted to match the R-lightcurve (
and 1.19 mag, respectively), marked as open points and stars. Zero ph
defined at JD 2452173.72214.

function of rotational phase, then the vertical shift neede
align the lightcurves can be affected by the sampling of
data and/or the fact that lightcurve minima tend to be n
ier than maxima. Similarly, data points that don’t follow t
R–V–R format are not included in the second method of
termining the color, which means the two techniques uti
slightly different data sets, and can produce different res
in the average colors. By computing the colors with b
techniques, we can compare the results and initiate a m
detailed investigation if the results don’t agree. In the c
of our optical measurements of 2001 PT13, we found that
the colors derived from the two techniques are consist
with both producing an average value V–R= 0.50± 0.01.

We do not have simultaneous measurements with R
J filters. Therefore, in order to compute the near-IR colo
was necessary to assume that the magnitudes did not ch
dramatically between 3 September and 23 September, w
the near-IR and R measurements, respectively, were
tained. We then used the first method described ab
phasing the J measurements to our best rotation period
then shifting vertically to align the J lightcurve with th
R lightcurve. The magnitude of the shift represents an a
age color R–J= 1.19± 0.02. We also have two observatio
each through H and K filters. Using J-band measurem
bracketing these observations, we computed the ave
color indices J–H= 0.50 ± 0.04 and J–K= 0.61 ± 0.04.
These colors then lead to an H–K= 0.11± 0.05. We also
note that the difference in magnitudes between the individ
pairs of measurements through the H and K filters is con
tent with the expected magnitude change from the lightcu
for the corresponding phases. Thus, variations in the nea
data agree, at least to first order, with the lightcurve we
served in the optical.

To investigate possible color variations as a function
rotational phase, we utilized the temporal information in
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Fig. 2. V–R and R–J colors for 2001 PT13 as a function of rotational phas
(see caption for Fig. 1). In the top panel, each point represents the av
of a pair of measurements in an R, V, R sequence, which removes th
fects introduced by lightcurve variations. The different symbols repre
measurements from different nights, as indicated. In the bottom panel,
point represents an R–J measurement, where the R magnitude ha
obtained from the lightcurve at the phase corresponding to the mea
J-band value. In both plots, the dotted line denotes the average color.

data. For V–R, we used the colors computed for each R–
data set, and phased them to our best rotation period.
results are shown in the top panel of Fig. 2. A visual insp
tion of this result reveals no obvious variation with rotatio
phase.

For R–J, we computed the phase at which each of
J observations was obtained and used the average R
nitude at that phase to compute the color. The results
plotted in the bottom panel of Fig. 2. In this case, we n
that from phase 0 to 0.5, most of the measurements are
centrated below the average, while from phase 0.5 to 1.0
colors tend to lie above the average. As an exercise, we
sine curve to the data and found that the best fit occu
when the curve had an amplitude of 0.03 mag. This sugg
that the R–J color may vary with rotation, though with t
amount of scatter and the lack of simultaneous R and J
servations, this is by no means conclusive.

Pursuing this issue further, we performed a test to
termine whether a flat color distribution could be exclud
based on the distribution of the data. Our measurements
sist of 25 data points, well distributed in rotational phase
exhibiting a scatter in the color with a standard deviat
σ = 0.047 mag. If we divide the data into the two phase b
described above, we find that the average color of one
is approximately 1σ greater than the other. Using this info
mation as a guide, we utilized a Monte-Carlo model to
termine the likelihood that the data groupings were produ
by chance. In our model, we produced a synthetic data s
25 points randomly distributed in phase, with colors follo
ing a Gaussian distribution (σ = 0.047 mag). We divided
the synthetic data into two bins, each of which covers
n

-

-

-

f

a rotation, and computed the average color in each bin
avoid prespecifying where the two phase bins were loca
we allowed the bins to slide in phase until the difference
the two average colors reached a maximum.) We perfor
10,000 runs with this model, and found that in 5% of
cases, one bin had an average color that was� 1σ higher
than the other. This frequency is high enough that we ca
rule out the possibility that the color is flat with rotation.

Finally, we attempted to determine the magnitude of
tential color variations that could be present and still
consistent with our observations. For this investigation,
assumed the variations take the form of a sine wave
three free parameters (amplitude, phase offset and o
from the average color). As stated earlier, the minimumχ2

fit to the R–J colors was obtained for a curve with amplitu
0.03 mag. In comparison, a flat color relation had aχ2 that
was 20% higher for the same data set. Because the flat
relation is consistent with our observations, we adopted
range of 20% above the minimum as the limit for whichχ2

represents an acceptable fit to the data. We then perfo
a full grid search of parameter space to find the largest
plitude that still produced an acceptableχ2 value. For the
R–J colors, we find that a sine curve variation with an a
plitude as high as 0.06 mag will fit the data as well as
flat relation. Using the same analysis on the visible col
we find a best fit for a curve with no amplitude, sugges
that the V–R color relation is, indeed, flat. If we again util
the 20% above minimumχ2 level as our range of accep
able fits, then an amplitude of 0.02 mag is the maximum
remains consistent with our measurements.

3.3. Search for cometary activity

Because 2001 PT13 has an orbit similar to those of Chiro
and 2001 T4, it has the potential for exhibiting cometary a
tivity. To investigate this possibility, we thoroughly search
our images for evidence of coma. None was visible in in
vidual images at either the V- or R-band wavelengths, b
low surface brightness coma could easily be lost in the
noise of the short-exposure images. To improve the si
and allow us to search for faint coma, we co-added all of
data from 23 September 2001 and from 12 November 2
These nights were selected because they were photom
had the best seeing of their respective observing runs,
had a large number of images. Before coadding the ima
it was necessary to shift each frame to position the obje
a common location. For each image, the required shift
computed in two stages. First, measurements of 10–20
allowed us to accurately compute the shift needed to a
the star field. Then the nonsidereal motions of 2001 P13,
computed from the ephemeris rates and the known p
scale, were added to the star shifts. After the images w
shifted, they were added together by filter type. Becaus
the object’s motion, the stars in the composite images w
trailed. Therefore, we shifted the original images a sec
time to align the stars into a separate composite from w
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Fig. 3. Azimuthally averaged R-band radial profiles of 2001 PT13 from
23 September and 12 November. 2001 PT13 is represented by filled circles
and two comparison stars, scaled to the same peak brightness, are
as open triangles and squares. Error bars on the comparison stars hav
left off for clarity but are comparable to or slightly larger than those of 20
PT13. Also for clarity, the November data have been shifted up three u
and 0.03 units to the right. The match between the Centaur and the two
on both nights indicates that there is no detectable coma around 200113.

stellar profiles could be measured. The total integration t
of the composite images from September were 3300 s
the R-band image and 2700 s for the V-band image. Fo
November R and V composites, total times were 3600 s
3300 s, respectively.

A visual inspection of these composite images indica
no obvious differences between 2001 PT13 and the com-
parison stars. Likewise, contour plots of the Centaur w
indistinguishable from those of comparison stars. A sea
for low surface brightness coma was done by extracting
dial profiles of 2001 PT13 and two nearby comparison sta
of roughly the same magnitude. First, the sky backgro
around each object was computed from an annulus betw
50 and 100 pixels in radius. The background was flat to
ter than 0.1% across this dimension and pixels that va
by more than 2.5σ were rejected. The mode of the rema
ing pixels was adopted as the representative sky level
removed from the background behind the object. Next,
imuthally averaged radial profiles of 2001 PT13 and the two
stars were computed and are shown in Fig. 3, scaled to
same peak brightness. As can be seen, the radial profi
2001 PT13 is very close to those of the comparison sta
indicating that there is no detectable coma. In fact, the c
parison stars have a slightly broader profile than 2001 P13,
especially at distances beyond 3 arcsec, which is due to
slight amount of trailing that the stars experienced as
guided on the object.

As a final test, we looked for evidence of coma that mi
be concentrated in only one direction (e.g., a comet’s t
and is lost in the full azimuthal averages due to lack of c
trast. For simplicity, we adopted four quadrants, defined
the four cardinal directions, and computed the additiona
n
n

f

dial profiles for both 2001 PT13 and the comparison star
(We did not focus on the anti-solar direction because w
the large distances, slow velocities, and extreme projec
effects involved in looking at objects at large heliocen
distance, there is only a small probability that tail mate
will be observed along the instantaneous projection of
anti-solar direction.) Again, there was no evidence for co
in any of the radial profiles.

Even though there is no evidence for coma, we can
the nondetection to set an upper limit on the dust prod
tion rate. We utilize the analysis presented in Davies e
(1998b), which relates the dust production rate,Ṁ (g s−1),
to the surface brightness of the coma,B (erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1)

Ṁ = 3.750× 1023	2

p2
0

r2

S0

BaρvtR0

A
,

where 	 and r are the geocentric and heliocentric d
tances to the object (AU),p0 is the pixel size at the dis
tance of the object (km),S0 is the solar constant at 1 AU
(143 erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1), a is the dust grain radius (µm),ρ is
the grain density (g cm−3), vt is the terminal velocity of the
dust (km s−1), R0 is the distance from the Centaur project
onto the sky (km) andA is the dust albedo. Because we ha
no constraints on the dust parameters, we simply adopt
sonable values:a = 0.5, ρ = 1.0, vt = 0.1, andA = 0.05,
and recognize that each of these parameters has a line
fect on the production rate.	 andr are listed in Table 1, an
the pixel sizes,p0, are 3317 km and 3594 km for the Septe
ber and November images, respectively (from whichR0 can
be computed for a given pixel). Using the 1σ noise level for
each annulus to give the surface brightness, we compute
dust production rates for both dates (B = c × 3.24× 10−22

on 23 September andB = c × 1.59× 10−22 on 12 Novem-
ber, wherec is the count level). With these parameters,
compute an upper limit on the dust production of 15 g s−1 in
September and 5 g s−1 in November (in both cases, this re
resents the maximum of all measurements within 6 arcs
These levels will change if the adopted dust parameter
not represent the true coma, but it is clear that 2001 PT13 is
essentially an inactive body.

4. Discussion

The multi-wavelength lightcurve that we assembled w
used to determine a number of the fundamental pro
ties of 2001 PT13. The average absolute magnitudes of
lightcurve areHR = 8.80 andHV = 9.30 (for an assume
G = 0.15). At present, there is no measurement of
albedo, but if we assume a value of 4%, then the effec
diameter of 2001 PT13 is about 90 km. (An albedo of 20%
gives a diameter of only 40 km.)

Our PDM analysis of the lightcurve indicates that 20
PT13 has a rotation period of 0.34741± 0.00005 day and
a double-peaked lightcurve with peaks of slightly differe
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amplitude. (Although a single-peaked lightcurve with a
riod of 0.1737 day is mathematically possible, the asym
try of the two maxima is strong evidence for the doub
peaked solution being the correct interpretation.) Our
sult is a more accurate determination than that presente
Ortiz et al. (2002)(0.346± 0.002 h), but the two result
agree to within the uncertainties. Given the double-pea
lightcurve, 2001 PT13 is an elongated body, with brightne
variations produced by the changing apparent cross-se
as it rotates. If we assume that the object can be repres
by a prolate spheroid, then the 0.18 mag photometric ra
of the lightcurve indicates that the axial ratioa/b must be at
least 1.18. (Due to foreshortening, a larger axial ratio wo
be necessary if the spin axis is not oriented in the plane o
sky.) The fact that the peaks are of slightly different am
tudes, however, suggests that the shape may deviate in
manner from a prolate spheroid.

Although, technically, our lightcurve analysis determin
the synodic rotation period, the viewing geometry chan
very little during our observations, which means that our
sult is a very close approximation to the sidereal rotation
riod. The fact that the lightcurve is essentially identical o
a time span of three months indicates that 2001 PT13 is in (or
very near) a state of simple rotation about its short axis.
complex rotation or precession acting on time scales of
than about a year would introduce shifts in the lightcur
from different observing runs, yet we see no evidence of
in our result.

Collisional models (e.g., Melosh and Ryan, 1997; A
phaug, 1998) show that it is much easier to disrupt a p
etesimal larger than 250 m than to disperse the fragm
This suggests that many, if not most, large planetesimal
gravitationally bound rubble piles. Indirect observational
idence (e.g., Harris, 1996) supporting this theory inclu
the fact that asteroid rotation rates tend to be concentrat
the 8–10 hour range, with very few objects spinning fa
than the critical rate for densities of 2.7 g cm−3. Also, many
large planetesimals are elongated, which might indicate
rotation is distorting their shapes. 2001 PT13 fits both of
these observational criteria, suggesting that it is also a
didate for a gravitationally bound rubble pile.

As described earlier, we computed VRJHK color indic
for 2001 PT13. In general our results are in good agreem
with the data of Barucci et al. (2002), with our V–R, J–
and H–K colors consistent within the likely errors. The
is a small but systematic difference in the absolute va
of the near-IR magnitudes in the two data sets that ca
be accounted for by lightcurve variations. These may be
tributable to subtle spectral variations across the surfac
as yet unidentified differences in filters, reduction techniq
or the values adopted for the standard stars.

The colors of 2001 PT13 are consistent with typical va
ues of the grey Centaur/KBO population, as well as w
the colors of 1996 PW, 1998 WU24 and 1999 LD31 (Davies
et al., 1998b, 2001; Harris et al., 2001). These latter three
jects are in cometary-type orbits, but have, as yet, show
d

e

.

-

t

evidence of activity. It is possible that they represent a
ferent stage in the evolution of the Centaurs. A plot of V
as a function of rotational phase shows no evidence for c
variations at optical wavelengths across the surface of 2
PT13. A similar plot of R–J colors hints that there may
some variations at longer wavelengths, but further inves
tion is needed to confirm this.

Our search for coma around 2001 PT13 revealed no sig
nificant evidence for activity, even though the Centaur
close to perihelion during our observations. On the o
hand, Chiron’s activity was not observed until two ye
after perihelion and has persisted for over a decade.
suggests that the activity is driven by thermal energy p
agating into the interior where phase changes in amorp
water ice may result in the release of occluded CO molec
(Prialnik et al., 1995). Given this delay in Chiron’s activi
it may be worth following up on observations of 2001 PT13
and other Centaurs to determine if they exhibit activity in
years after perihelion.

Finally, we note that two near-IR spectra of 2001 PT13,
obtained on two different dates (September and Oct
2001) by Barucci et al. (2002), seem to exhibit dramatic
ferences. With our period determination, we find that the
of these spectra was obtained when 2001 PT13 was at a ro-
tational phase of 0.06 and the second when it was at a p
of 0.48. Thus, the two spectra were obtained nearly ha
rotation apart, and represent opposite ends of 2001 P13.
The difference in the spectra, combined with the poss
color variations in our R–J colors as a function of the
tation (Fig. 2) may indicate that there are inhomogene
across the object’s surface at near-IR wavelengths. Ba
et al. (2002) also observed a possible signature for w
ice in one of their spectra. This is intriguing, though 20
PT13 is at a heliocentric distance well beyond the dista
at which water begins to sublimate at any significant
(e.g., Delsemme, 1982, and references therein), so sub
tion of this surface ice should not be expected to gene
much cometary activity. In any case, this makes the Cen
a very interesting object, for which follow-up observatio
should be obtained.

If the dramatic differences seen in spectra are indeed
then we can invert the above argument and use the d
ing spectra to set a constraint on the pole orientation
2001 PT13. First, we note that each spectrum represents
disk-integrated light for the phase at which it was obtain
Because they show dramatic differences, the two spe
must, therefore, represent very different faces of the C
taur, suggesting that we are seeing 2001 PT13 from a sub-
Earth latitude near its equator. With this configuration,
phase shift between the two spectra would have prese
nearly opposing hemispheres, as assumed above, an
face would be hidden while the other is in view. In the
ternate case, if the sub-Earth latitude were near the p
then most of the visible face of the object would rem
the same throughout a rotation. With this configuration, d
matic spectral differences would not be likely, because m
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of the disk-integrated light would be the same from o
phase to another. Therefore, we conclude that the spin
of 2001 PT13 is probably near the plane of the sky. Add
tional constraints should be possible in the next few ye
as the viewing geometry changes (e.g., Farnham, 2001
the pole is near the plane of the sky, then we can also
clude that the changing apparent cross-section as a fun
of rotation is not affected very much by foreshortening
fects. Thus, 2001 PT13 is not highly elongated and is likel
to have an axial ratio,a/b, near the 1.18 limit computed from
the lightcurve amplitude.
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